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User Guide

MIA LABORATORIES

Greetings and Welcome!
Thank you for choosing MIA Laboratories.
Please take the time to read through this user guide in order to get familiar with the components
and the use of Pi & Phi MkII.

Overview:
Innovation and a lifetime of experience, coupled with cutting edge technological expertise, are
some of the ingredients that gave birth to this irreplaceable tool. The basic elements that make up
π & φ are the actual numbers π and φ, omnipresent throughout our surrounding living environment.
Through years of thorough digital signal processing research, MIA Laboratories now offers you
something novel, and most importantly, unique.
Beyond its innovative and enhanced capabilities of simultaneous expansion, compression and EQ,
π & φ offers a wide range of other functions: It enriches the mix and each of its separate contents
with an overall acoustic effect that can only be described as super-enhanced vivacity and brio, with
a warm yet powerful ‘sparkle’.

Components:
Pi & Phi MkII features 13 knob controls and 14 buttons.
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Installation:
Installing Pi & Phi MkII is fairly easy, just download and run the appropriate installer for your
operating system. The license for this plugin requires the use of iLok license manager software
and an iLok account. The license can be deposited on a physical iLok (2nd generation or higher)
or on iLok Cloud. For further information regarding the activation process, please refer to the
activation guide provided. In case that you do not have the iLok License Manager, or you have
an outdated version, you can download it for free here: https://www.ilok.com/#!license-manager

FEATURES:
12 bands to address the full frequency spectrum from Low to High
The following table illustrates the band pairs in frequency spectrum order:
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General Guidelines:
• Keep in mind that Pi and Phi only “adds”, it does not subtracts.
• Pi and Phi is recommended for use on harmonic content.
• Insert Pi & Phi in any mono or stereo track in your mix to make it stand out from the rest.
• Choose the bands that you want according to your content and keep in mind that Pi & Phi
bands work better as pairs.
• You can use it in your master channel to bring out that sparkle from another dimension in your
mix.
• Do not hesitate to push it hard. It is very forgiving and easy to use.
• Even when pushed to 100% the amount of distortion introduced is extremely low in comparison
with the amplification perceived, and compared to any other EQ.
• Just make sure that is always at the end of the chain.
• MASTER VOLUME: You can drop the master output of the plugin if you feel there is a need to.
• Pi and Phi can act like a compressor/expander/eq at the same time according to the
percentage of gain added but it is not.
• Since there is no other plugin in the market similar to Pi and Phi, you should treat it as
something new, experiment and discover what it can do to your tracks/mix.

Controls:

BAND AMPLIFICATION KNOB (1-12)
This knob is for boosting the contents of the
relevant band (1-12 from low to high). The
arrows indicate the pair connection of the
bands. There is a bypass button for each
band respectively and a number-field where
you can directly input the desired amount.

MASTER VOLUME KNOB
This knob is reducing the master output of the
plugin, you can use it you have pushed all
bands to high amounts to get the effect you
want and you want to bring the total level of
the plugin a bit lower. Ranges from -12 to 0

MASTER BYPASS
This Button bypasses the sound processing of
Pi and Phi, so you can compare the original
versus the processed signal.

SL-SH
SL-SH sections address the super low and
super high frequencies respectively.

GLOBAL RESET
This Button resets all controls of Pi and Phi to
the initial state.

Thank you for using MIA Laboratories.
May the sound be with you!

